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VOLUME FIVE

JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA, WEDNESDAY, MAY 1, 1940.

NUMBER SIXTEEN
I

Morgans Win Teachers Are
Yearly Debate Returning To
Enter School1
I ----

FULTON, Mo.-Postmaster-General
James A. Farley accepts a huge
"Ozark" gavel a s honorary chairman of t h e national student Democratio
convention to be held here May 2, 3 and 4. Ellsworth Shaffer, temporary
convention chairman, presented t h e gavel t o the Democratic party head
when he spoke before t h e Westminster College Institute of Public Affairs
here April 2. More t h a n 500 delegates are expected to attend national
Btudent conclaves of t h e Republican, Democratic and "Independent-Liberal" parties.

The forty-first annual society
debate, held i n Kilby Hall, April
20, was won by the Morgan Literary Society. The subject for
this year's forensic event was:
Ecsolved: That The United States
Should Folloa~A Policy of Strict
Economic and Military Isolation
Towards All Nations Outside The
Western Hemisphere Engaged I n
Armed International or Civil conflict. The winning team upheld
the affirmative point of view.
Dr. C. W. Daugette made a
short introductory talk, explaining the Purpose of the debate, and
giving inrtructiOns la the judgesJames Kemp*
president,
presided as chairman of the debate and introduced the speakers;

Mr. Lance J. Hendrix, head of
the English Department and director of the Dramatic Club, has
selected "Tommy" by Howard Lindsay and Bertrand Robinson for the
annual Senior Class play, which
will be presented May 24.
"Tommy," an hilarious comedy in
three acts, deals with social, economic, and political life in a small
town. The incidents might easily
be applicable to Jacksonville. The
play abounds in humorous situations, and Mr. Hendrix has chosen
a cast that can do them justice.
Marie Thurber. excellently partrayed by Sarah Lynn Ogletree, is
the sweet Young daughter and only
the Thurber
Marie has a mind
her Own,
something her parents have never
discovered, and she resents their
tryillg to run her love affairs.
hlrs. Thurber, played by Helen
Barnes Wilson, is a vital woman
who runs her own household. She
is always busy a t her sewing or

word puzzles, and, for an obvious
reason, he gave up buying cigars
whcn Tommy began coming to see
Marie.
Ted York is a "natural" for the
role of David Tuttle, Mrs. Thurber's
brother, who lives with the family.
AS the political boss of the town
he is a wjse, lovable, gentle soul,
wlth n way of chuckli~lgquietly at
whatever amuses him. He has real
b r a ~ n s ,profound judgement of human nature, and is in no way above
practical politics or taking a drink.
Bernard, ably characterized by G.
C, Weldon, vetern of last year's
senior play, is an auto salesman,
a go-getter, He is the kind of boy,
who, when it thunders, goes to
the window and takes a bow. He
is not fresh or aggressive, just sure
of
and
enough
to be a very possible husband for
Marie.

NEW CLASSES ARE
ORGANIZED TO TAKE
CARE O F INCREASED
ENROLLMENT

The second six weeks of the
Spring Quarter got underway on
April 22 with a large enrollment
Of new students, N~~ classes providing for the completion of the
q u a r t ~ r ' swork in six weeks have
beeu organized to take care of the
illcreased number.
~h~~~ new teachers have beell
Birrnark
'IUloun
head' "lgaged lor the summer
Mar-'
loted
and time-kee~- giiret Strpp, who taught here last
er
the
Evans also summer, will takc over the new
gave a short history of the two ~ ~ d ~~~t~
~ and
t ~ practical
i ~ l ~~t~
literary societies.
classes, nIiss Gladys ~ l l , , ~ has
,
been
After the decision of the added to the Physical Education Dejudges had been announced, Dr. partmcnt. Dr. Marcus S. Noble, of
Daugette presented to the win- Columbia Univcrsity, will supply in
ning Morgan team, composed of the Education Department for Dr.
Ted York, Excel1 Baker, as the John W. Hymphreys, who has a
speakers, and Christine Glass as temporary leave of absence.
alternate speaker, a silver cup.
The usual lrumber uf teachers
This cup is furnished by the An- cntercd school last week 311d more
niston Star, and it remains i n the a r e cxpected for the Summer
possessien of the winning society Quarter. Prep:ari~tic)ns are being
until the debate of the next year. made for a large Su?nrncr School.
If either the Morgans or C.lhouns
eonridrrable
the regwin three consecutive years, the ular studcnts will stay hcre through
cup becomes the permanent prop- the summer session, a n d many new
erty of that society.
studerits will ellroll at the beginThe Calhoun speakers were ning of thtr quarter.
Norman Tant and Paul Brown.
The Morgan flower girls were
Marguerite Fryar and Merrill
Pullen; the Calhoun flower girls
were Lillian Williams and Isabel1
Roper.
The Conservation Class, taught
by Dr. J. F. Glazner, made a field
trip into Alexandria Valley Thursday afternoon, April 25. The purpose of the excursion was to enlighten the students as to what was
Dr. Daugctte has allnouncrd that bcing done in lhe Alexandria Valsix new teachers will be added to ley in regard to Soil Conservation
the faculty by the beginning of the under the direction of the United
Summer Quarter. i s Gladys States Government. A brief sum-

Tommy Mills, the juvenile lead
aptly enacted by Bill Tarleton, is
a little gentleman. That is his whole

Class Does Work In
Soil Conservation

New Teachers
Added TO
Faculty
-

-

Second Six Weeks Coat of Arms Given
School By President
Opened April 22
MRS. GRACE s. F u s s E L L

=

Senior Play Cast Namedl
By Mr. L. J. Hendrix 1

Curriculum Study
Being Carried Out
WORKED OUT VARIOUS
D%RTS O F CREST; DR.
DAUGETTE
THE
NEW
IN ASSEMBLY

1

Dr. C. W. Daugctte recently presentcd to the college a beautifully
desinned coat of arms. Mrs. Grace
~ t e ~ e r ~ s Fussell
on
v:ss the artist
who painted and worked out the
v;~riousparts of the Crest. She used
gloriuus shades of red, gold, black,
blue, and purple ill the design.
I , malting the presentation, D ~
Daugettc stntcd that in the near
futnre he hopcd to have a handpainted Crest hanging in each of
the dormituries on the campus, in
eacll office of the adminstration
official; and the home of every student going out from this college.
The original is nuw hanging in the
"CW library sc' that every studel't
have a n y opportllnity to look
a t it.
The descripticm of the Crest reads
'lS fullou's:
The Crest of (he State Teachers
Alabama,
Cnllegc.
Jacksonville,
'vith its
K1lowlcdge above

Seven
ing a Strands
shield-cncase~
Of Rope'
~ ~
surmounti m em~ ,
with a
Of
'lazoncd
under
and Oak
which is a Latin inscription. "Exegi Monumenturn Aerc Perenn,ius"ignicvi"g
Knc'wledge' Wisdom.
Strength and Lofty Ideals. should
bc interpreted as follows:
lamp is emblematic of
Knowledge and Learning. (A goldlamp was presented to astronomers by the pharaohs of p y p t in
recognition of their art and has
a symbol, of learning
thr""gholit the ages'
~h~ R~~~ of Sevell Strands is
symbolic of the ancient numeral
and represents the seven spheres of
learning'
p u r t i i m of the Griffin
~ h lipper
c
the
the shirld
Eagle Owl ac{o!~icdby the college
:is its ,.mblen, a l l d signifying Wis-

Plans Advanced
On New Work
DR. AGNES SNYDER
ASSISTS IN REVISION; CIVIC,
REGIONAL, AND NATIONAL
PROBLEMS TO BE BASIS
O F NEW PROGRAM

-

Dr. Agnes Snyder, consultant for
in the State
Teachers Colleges, was here, April
25, 26, and 27, to get the faculty
.
to make final lists of
basic civic, regional, and national
problems to be used as the basis
of the new curriculum program.
Miss Snyder was especially interested in getting the faculty.s reaction on the proposed freshman program for next year. Mr. Leon McC1eur*
the Geography Department, suggested that the curricuIUm devote four hours rather than
seven to the proposed course in
growth and
and, in place of the extra three
hours in human growth and development, he would substitute three
in another special interest,
l n g course, making is possible for
a11 students to carry two special
interest
instead Of One beginning i n the freshman year. His
reason for such modification was
to the
that lhose preparing
to leach in high school should have
at least two special interest courSeS
the way through their
lege progrnm, and that the first
two years of the proposed Program
are Supposed
be the same both
for
preparing to teach in
mentary school and those preparing
to
in high
McC1l'er made a
prowhich
in vertical integration providing for a
seminar at which important problems could be raised and topics i n
in such a way as
to make a contribution to the solution to the problems. Mr. McCluer's

1

CUrriCU1um

hours

I I=

J J I ~ were

mwrgan- n-r

,Gmp-was

that fhe -im
presented to askon- ER prO@-r
Years Of the proposed program
omers by
pharaohs of w t in
recognition of their art and has are Supposed to be the same lboth
*a@ by Sar* Lynn Ogletree* is
.
. , -.
<
for those preparing to teach in elethe
sweet
5toung
daughter
and
a
of lemg
.-,
The Conservation Class, taught -*n*
R
~
~
~
~
.
mentary school and those preparing
a d of the Thurber household.
by ~r J. P- ~1~~~ made a field
to teach in high school.
Str.nds
M a e has a
Of her Own*
trip into Alexandria Valley ThursMr. McCluer made a second prosomething her parents have never
.?,
day dternoon, ~ ~ 25. r hea P U ~ p o d which v
o result
~
~ vmdiscovered, 'kid she resents their
pose of the excursion was to en;
tical
integration
providing
for a
to
n*n
her
love
attairs.
*
li&ten the students as to what was
portion of the Griffin seminar at which important probMrs. Thurber, played by Helen
Dr. Daugette has announced that being done in the Alexandria ValBarnes W i n , is a vital woman
'
omm my MU the juvenile lead six new teachers will be added to ley in regard to Sol] Conservation within the shield is that of the lems could be raised and topics in
run. her Own househo'd' She
apuy enacted by BU1 Tuletaa, i
. the faculty by the beginning of the under the dimtion of the United Eagle Owl adopted by the College courses selected in such a way as
is
bvsy at her sewing Or a little gentleman. That is bIs whole Summer Quarter. Miss Gladys States Government. A brief sumib emblem md sigllllying wir to make a contribution to the soluembroidery, and she loves attenIdealq whereas the tion to the problems. Mr. McCluer's
and
charm and handicap. Hfs manners, Allen, of the phgsical education de, mary of the study made by the
would have
O
'n
and
She lawlu ;u
;
which
are
irrep-chsble
at tbe partmenf began her duflu Mon- members of the class kr u follows: lower part is that of a lion, denothbtOry* geography* mathmyiously' at her own jokes.
ing
strength
and
courage.
This
is
BUCh
0of the P ~ Y I undergo a day
last week. ~ r Marcus
.
8. 1. m e geo1oslc.l forputions of
ematics, - 1 ~ . m n c h , ~ h y p i d
mk
of her
ra&er ~ b bodered
signs
of
Trinity.
surprising change as the plot un- Noble, Jr., will arrive soon to begin the area.
she goes off into gales of
The rampant position of the Griffh education, biology, etc., much the
ravels.
meeting his classes.
2. R&tion between soil type and
so
laughter, much to the &gust of
depicts its readiness to fight for Same as we have them
Mrs.
Terrill
Cannon
is
gplendid
Allen
graduated
from
the
the
k
i
d
s
of
rocks.
far as names are concerned; but
her husband and brother.
RaCheFS
8. R a t i o n b@m-n soil
and
his
M.nfo Ol-o~k,
as Warren In the role of Mrs. Wilson, a neight
h
~
~
~ ~~~~~l
r
~
~ idea
p was~ that~each ~course
~ would
k
~
Couegel
and
done
her
gradutopography.
mwbe~,is excellent as the small bar of the Thurhers', and Rob&
c
3
k
Leaves
symbolizeE
sturdiness
be
taught
i
n
such
a
way
that it
ate
work
at
P
e
a
W
y
College,
4.
Visible
evidence
of
mil
eroand
solidity.
would make the greatest contributawn buainm man. H~ is ~
~Tyson ~
is due ito get ~
a lot of' laughs~
She has had profesaioaal sion.
hmm and a gnappy grouch. w as ~ u d g e~ i l s o n ,a typical small
rn
ati
in
inscription.
~
'
~
r
e
g
O
' ni
i" the &lution Of Qroblms.
@-fienee
in
5. Note
types of
two passions are cigars and cross- town politfucan.
Monumenturn
Acre
per end us^^ He would not have broad courses
nati. She is young and attractive seem to erode more than others.
when such as social science courses, but
the ribbon
6. Note whether more erosion on
and k fitting into the campus life
separately.
translated
reads:
"I
have
reared
a wOuIdlist each
t
slopes, less, or no difference.
Dr. C. E Cayley, of the History
beautifully.
monument
endwing
than
Dr. Noble is a native of North
7. Difference in, cultural features
Department, proposed a plan inCarolina. He received his A. B. of the greatly eroded SOUS and brOnZe:'
volving vertical integration using
*degree at the University of North those eroded little.
the historical approach. His plan
Dr. .'
Cayley
supervi= ~aroLina,and holds both a master's
8. ~ b i ~ tot y
distinguish soil types.
would provide for a seminar in
Carrying out a fortp-one year
I.
a trip
Montgomerg at an early and doctor's degree from Harvard
9. Alexandria is in what soil
which impmtant problems, personbdtion~ the
and Calhoun date for the members of the two University. At the time he accept- type? What is the eolor and texa4 civic. and professional, would be
Literary Societies held their an- classes workirig on American GW- ed the position here, he was a- ture of
Woodmw Bethune, of Fort P a ~ e .raised.
glan would have broad
nual banquet thk year on Friday eTnment. During the past several sociated with Columbia Univefsity.
10. The dftiereat soil types cross- s W before the students and facul- COU,
such
gocia1 w i e n e inty at
Dr. Noble served as associate ed or touched on the trip.
night, ~ p r f nineteenth,
l
in the din- weeks, the c~~~ haven been makHis
Volving history, geography, socih g a detailed study of the State editor of the North Carolina Tea11. The evidence of improved lections fncluded"The
olgy, economfcl;, etc.
ing room
Daugette
The
Government of Alabama. One day cher, a professional mag*&
He f o r e y mefi*
being practiced. Ploughman," "Pale Moon" and On
bles wen lrrWa in the 'Om Of a ,8
in the Capital C#y will bring
1,. ,tho&
w n g u&
,exthe Road to Mmdala~."
.wed
r,e,
of
m. ~ e t h u n e displayed rare
hom*od the speakers. their flow- the ~ t u d yof State Government to North Carolina Art Society, and ex- andria Valley to stop and prevent
ability and an unusually sympaer girls, and the toastmaster sitting a close.
ecutive secretary of the Greenville erosion.
thetic understanding of singing, National Music Week was fittingin the center portion. V a m of
The Government classes were County Council for Community
13, Terracing.
which made hfm appeal to the audi- ly observed at the conege with a
spring flowers, honeysuckle, iris, added to the currkdum at the be- Development.
14. Strip farming.
ence. He received much applause proetam dedicated to Stephen Colspirea, and wisteria, were attrac- Wnitlg of the Winter quarter and He and Mrs. Noble and their 15. Contour plowing.
lins
16. Observe whether farm man- and ~ r a i wfrom his ~
~
e Foster,
~ which. was presented to
tfvely arranged at various points have proved very popular with the t\ao sons will be an attractive adMr. Bethune was introduced by the students and faculty at assempracticed in Alexandria
on the table and in the room, adding Junior and Senior students. One dition to the college family.
wement
valley is aiding soil conarvation. Robert Gilbert, of the high ~chQ0lb 4 Monday morning.
color and besuty to the occasion. section of the group has been carTW&E
faculty, who has extension classes Lee Honea e v e a biomapfiical
Pleied plants were
effective- r y i w out the new curri~ulum as
The Jacksonville
.
sketch of the life of Poster and inCollege's school bus was used to in E'01-t PaYneb w g the windows; dainty far aa tbe "activity program'' is
traduced
t b followhg numbers:
/
make the trip and the following
baskets of purple and concerned. Several projects have
holding candy marked been undertaken and succenhllly
students went: Mrs. J. 0.P ~ r o n ,
" M m ' s in the Cold, Cold
Ground," sung by a quartet comy . - t ~ ' * b ' ~ & a c e ~ eguest.
a c h Following a worked out 4 the three-thirty Jacksonville student. who have Yn h a n k Aeuletf U l y Livingof
me Tea- posal of h
e Pmch, Lou Ree
? . ~ k C w ~ ~ ~ o u rdinner
~ e served section. The first big job of action never been "down the riverw in a ston, Sadie Baswell, Jimmie Parrls,
teach* and many Gmggl Levis
C1arMcLean, as was classifying and filing the -1
old-fashion showboat had the A*ur
Decker, Acker Vanderford,
them
be leaving
for ence
introduced city ordinances of Jacksonville. greatest of opportunities to do so ka W i g g r n n , John F. Watters,
respective homes for the
"Camp Town Races," by the quarlast week-end at the best of Wea- James Hill, Cornmk Gibbs, Lillian their
sununer,
it is urgent that the kt*
therly Hall's many good dances. Williams, Connie Blackwood, E k - change of address be
"Jeanie, With the Light Brown
The river (school gymnasium) was beth Nelson, Herbert Dick B w a n for the Circulation dwa*ent
or Hair,"
a smooth shiny surface reflecting ~ o h n d Bealon
,
Smith, and Beatrice
The Teacola.
"My Old Kentucky Home," by
numerous dressy moons and gay Couch.
It
is
requested
that
all
who
will
the
quartet.
stars, multi-colored balloons of fanbe making a cham@of address for
Gerry Reagan was the accomtastic shapes and
han@ngthe Nmmer s m a postal card to p,id.
only a short distance .above the
the cireulatlon manager at once so
heads oi the dancers, but far
that there will be no Teacolas
enough to be just out of reach.
sent to old addresses.
Mrs. C. W. Daugette, assistant
Anchored not far out on the polished surface lay the showboat, re- librarian at the college, and past
splendent in gay white, purple and president of the Alabama Division
officials with reference to particu- green colors; the deck comfort- of the U. D. c., has made a valuworked Tuesday night, ~~d
Following the W
lar forms 01 municipal government. a b l a provided with chairs and able contribution to the various
a cast that can do th&
lVIarie ThurtEer.

-

justice.

--

Morgan-Cdhoun
Banquet Held

Bernard, ablg dlm'acterized by G.
C. Weldon, v e k n of last year's
senior day, is an auto s d e m a n ,
a go-getter. Re is the kind of boy,
who, when it thunders, goes to
the window gnd takes a bow. He
i, not tresh or agmessive, just sure
of himself and personable enough
to be a very possible husband for
Marie.

U ~ SU
S O ~Work
S
In

m r g u e r i k Fryar and Merriu
Pullen; the ~ a b o u nflower girls
were u l i a n Williams and Isabell

Soil Conservation

~ h " , g h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e n

New Teachers
Added To Faculty

~ ~ r e ~ ~ t ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ , " h ~ $

_

Government Classes
To GO To Montgomery

Woodrow Bethune
Sings At Assembly
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EZ:-;?.
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-
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Music Week Observed

Weatheriy Hall
Gives Dance

.-

Notice To Readers

.

Mrs. Daugette Paints
Alabama Seals

COLLEGE
CAMP-US
CALENDAR

NOTICE

.

will be arranged.

1

.*

.
I
1.

-

_____ _

-

-

- . .

tables. From a c~eperly devised
cabin built in the center of -the
deck floated mootfiing strains of
music by the State Collegians.
The girb in the Weatherly Hall
Leadout were: Selena Mae Howe,
Sarah Belle Parrfs, Kathleen
Smith, Ostelle Burks, Ruth Buries,
Kathryne Germany, Evelyn GUilmd, "Toot&eee White, Pauline
Stephens, Onieda Phcher, Pauline
GO-8,
Lo&
Jones, "Patty"
Patterson, and Anne Garst.

-

- - .

-

1
i

x

'

"

.

.

rooms of the Laboratory School in
the form of handpainted copies of
the new Alabama seal.
The state seal was changed last
year, mainly through the efforts of
the W. D. C., who were Of the
opidon that the old seal was not
representative of Alabama
The copies which Mrs. Daugette
has painted are lovely and are appreciakd by the students whose
privilege it is to see them every
day.
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u
?
'
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out by
C. R- Wood and
Dr. C. W. Daugette, the librarlans are now keeping the 1ibrarY open
d g h t from 7:00
P. unt* 9:30 P. M. from Menday through kiaay. This new
arrangement h only in the experimental stage, but if the
proper response si given by students, it will become permanent.
The. dally library sehedule is to
remain the same.
b

- - - .

Open

-

-

Forum. T - , ~ Rev.

i.

M.

Saturday night, May 4
Barn Dance by W. A. A. Board
NW G m i u m .
Thursdsy
Faculty W i v a club ~afor ~ 0 1 lee sen;ork 4 ~ 3 0to (j

Saturday hlght, May 11
Daugette Hall Picnic

~
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EDITORIALS
The Dogwood
For the past few weeks the campus has been beautifully decorated
with the blossoms of the dogwood tree. There is a legend connected
with this tree as ~ O ~ ~ O W S :
~t the time of the Crucifixion the dogwood tree attained the size
of the oak and other forest trees. SO strong and fine was the wood of
chosen for the timber of the cross.
it h t it
TO be used thus for such a cruel purpose greatly distressed the tree
and Jnailed upon it sensed this, and in His gentle pity for all sormws said to it, "Because of your regret and pity for my sufferings I
will make you this promise:
"Never again shall the dogwood tree grow large enough to be used
for a cross, henceforth it shall be slender and bent and twisted, and its
blossoms shall be in the form of a cros-two long petals and twoshort
each
be
On= and in the center of the Ouutcr s6ge
nail prints brown with rust and stained with blood.
"And in the center of the flower will be a crown of thorns so that
see it wm remember it was upon a dogwood tree that I was
a
crucified, and this tree shall not be mutilated or destroy4 but cherished and protected as a reminder of my agony and death upon the
Cross."
-

Ye Olde Gossime!

WOOD NOTES
Clara G. Welshaupt

By D& ILENMGTB QAlLUN

Becoming acquainted with the
ferns of our vicinity is a conparatively easy task, since the species
No section of the world has been
more blessed with an abundance common here are few in number
of natural resources than our own and easy to distinguish. The stems
Southland. The original settlers in of Our ferns are underground. Only
this area found
the leaves or fonds as they are
cded' are above
@Ound'
Ibrr
phosphates, limeleaves are coiled in the bud, and
stone, iron, coal,
as the leaves grow the cous unroll.
copper* great forA profudon of these opening leaves
ests, and surplus
can be found
if One visits the
water power, all
places where ferns grow.
within almost a
boggy ground can be found
stone's throw of.,
OW two largest ferns, the Royal
each othw. ForeFern and its
less
most among these
relative, the Cinnamon Fern. The
name of the Royal Fern is truly
which greeted the
descriptive. Its full-grown fonds
white man was a
may be
feet taut
some
Dr.
Of
leaves the upper leaflets
deep* rich, and
e w l y worked soil. %is rich soil, are spore-bearing and diiier great'Ontaining the decayed remahs of ly from the vegetative leaflets.
plan'
had been
he resemblance of this sporeby centuries of &ow weathering bearing panicle,
bright green
and wing.
Even the 'limate Of
brown, to a cluster of flowers
the southland is ideal. The climate then
no doubt gave the plant one of its
both long enough and Warm
common
names, the Flowering
enough
rapid and
Fern. But the plant, of course, doe8
dant plant growth.
not really bear flowers.
This ideal climate, however, The spore-bearing leaves of t h e
acted as a two edged sword and Cinnamon Fern are greatly unlike
soon began to cut both ways. Since the vegetative
These stm and
crops would grow so well, almost
club-like sporophylls, at first green
every available patch of land was and later cinnamon brown, are apsooner Or later stripped of its
parenfly the feature that gave the
est covering and put under cultiplant its name. They wither and
vation. The constant cultivation of dry dter the shedding of
the
the hillsides, of course, eventually wres, but the tall, beautiful ve-

L

r d t e d in so much soil depletion
that
and
It
was
became widespread.
found that the climate which .promoted abundant growth of crops
a h promoted abundant growth of
fungi' and other pests' The
are so mild that these
crop pests easily a v i v e a d with
the coming of spring are ready and
waiting for the crops to be planted. Southern crops soon became
disease
This
into the one-crop system--cotton
in the diep south, tobacco in other
.
sections. The control of diseases on
M=Y p h r ~ have
s
been tongued and penned about the value of truck crops such as tomatoes,
a smile. Many professional people think of the smile only in terms of lettuce, berries, carrots, etc. was
ib economic importance, only as a facial expression that can be assumed too expensive to be undertaken on
or discarded at will to fit the needs of the most immediate circum- a small scale. In fact, vegetable
stances. Salesmen could never succeed if they wore a perpetual mask of crops were so subject to disease
did not even
gloom; sadmiaced individuals seldom go far in political activities; h0S.S- that farmers, as a
mappers, store-keepers, bartenders, or, as far that matter, a person own use. Plant gardens for their
in any acitivity, can rest assured that business transactions require a Hence' the South faced the 'Oth
certain amount of smiles, and smile-producing conversation on the part century with four major economic
of the party of the first part.
problems of a scientific nature.
&&my of these smiles are artificial, and are asm'I-ied merely as a
1st. Wide-pread flood area%
means to an end. Even an artificial smile looks better than the natural
2nd. Soil depletion and soil erolook ot despondency that adorns the mugs of some of our modem imi- sion.
tators of the orighal "gloomy Gus". So get into the habit of s m i l i ~ 3rd. Large areas of abandoned,
and your chances of getting along wlth your fellows will be greatlp and thus non-productive farm land.
abandoned
were growenhanced.
at that time,
A smile, a compliment, a bit of courtesy, an act of kindness may be ing UP in pine
would yield no income for 40 or

-

A Smile

-

n ~ f l ' sW

SCIENCE REMAKES THE SOUTH
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getative leaves remain green until
kost.
The little Ebony Spleenworst is
often found growing in
stony
in paFtial shade. ~h~ small
vegetative leavn, which urnally
lie near the ground, are evergreen,
but the ar
spOrO~yusdo
survive $he winter. The name of
the fern refers to the color of the
rachis.
The
Fern*
has
evergreen fronds. Its new leaves
a,e opening now and can be reby the fact that the
lets on the upper hali of the sporeleaves are smaller than
those on the lower half. Just now,
on the backs of these contracted
leafiets, the sari can be seen as
circular green
Probably the most abundant of
our ferns i s the Bracken. found
both in the woods and in the open
fields. The fronds are broadly triangular in general outline, and are
divided Into three main parts,
each of which is'in turn divided.
The entire margin ai each division
of the leaf is reflexed fonning a
cover under which the spore-cases
are borne.
account of our common terns
is complete without mention of the

~ U
that

ends &kw, we sup-

~ u what
t
h ~ r ,w to do

Replacing the theme of 'Smoke Geb in My Eyesp', was the not. @
"Eggs Get in My Hair". All the king's men and Mrs. Davis couldn't put
those "hen fruits" together again.
It b being said that M88. BASWELL soiled a pumphandle in Bfr.
H-xss
ohm
at lut PAUL LAND= has agah .raW LI
p t t h g a date witb JANE FELGAR. If consistency wills, then PAUL'S
efforts to t r e a e out all competition will be well rewarded
"SLICK"
GIBBS md LEE HARRIS have taken up a new occupation-hadkg

....

?l

...

,

fertilizer. They make long trips to Birmingham, and fail to return in
h e to fill dates, or that is their dory to two certPln ypmg Iadiw If
so&
better-than 'We ron out ot gas"# or #We had a prqrcture."
Prediction: N. PLUNKETT, S. K. WEST=,
and K. FLEMXNG
will not be at Bill's Sandwich Shop k i d a y night , We have jarrO received word that one of "POP" GREGG'S former swcc)thurtr

1

. ..

.-

married last week. Whates “POP" going to do with her picture? Hs
still has it
The "grape vine" is hot with the n e w tbet MIL. E. E.
be- Xc.arpu&m
* r&COmE,
D8ugett.e Ha,
to pictures: FRANK BASSETT is receiving them (of himself) through
IUXC, BIS, LUMP, G. C.
the mails. P. S. They are classed as "wedJ'
are making good use of the open library at night.
N,,
camenN.
It does wII

....

..

....

....

who hold membership in that infamous NIPPED B. CLUB would
@row off the veil of secrecy and show their coat-of-arms. We should

K W., K. F., 5. D.
K. M.. C. G.. M. P., L. P., L. G.. perhaps, M. G. and N. P. (sorry if any
hove been omitted). Ii and when you get ready to talk, girls, remember,
w~
come, first told"
A transfer student, WSS BAILEY, Ir

,

:

.

1
I

,

all enjQy knowing more about your activities, S.

....

really making things tough for some of the fair co-eds; i. e., she is t&hg
the attentions of their boy friends. A few of the fellowo who are tryIng to give BAILEY a "rush" are: L. WORTY, A. DECKER, "SWBET
PEA", L. SHIPP..
DOWNS, I. KEMP, E. HUDSON, W. JONM, H.
(Hershel), JONES, H. (Harold) JONES, A BRUNNER, aad B. EVAN8
. JOHNNY alias "MAY' alias "LAUGHING BOYn W I l T is m g a
o*fce
desperak attempt to M e the p h e of D. 8, ot the ioCd
department, by dating pretty little SARA BELL. You're again& big
T-WENDY .ad
-O
'N
have =V8re

(J.

..

.

•

. . . =-

....

case of "spring yearning". It is well that they have gotten together
We want eome information concernhg BUD and RUTH. Are they or
aren't they "'crazy'' over each other. BUD sayn YES and RUTa my=
NO. Whom should we believe?
Question of the week: who is
.pop..
dkl
(we
of rou*,
to hb *bw, Ilrl. we
all know that he is associating with mercy)?
New r o m r m c e

.....

...

....

JOYCE TUGGLE and NORMAN TANT
.EVELYN ESPEY is WPUing on air again. A certain young lad from the U. of A. mos(ly r m n sible.
Grand Finale: That's all, by crackie.

Patry
%
;

by Gloria Blackmon
ANOTHER SPRING

I am not sad although I laugh no more . . . .
The maddening scream of diving bombs that pour
Upon the falling buildings fire and dread,
A tearful child, the ever-bleeding cries
Of those who
- stare
- --in anguish
at the dead

-'

,

m a p p m #roml&eepexs, Parrenuem, ur, as xar war ma%reFla person
in any acitivity, Can rest assured that husine68 -Uom
require a
certain amount of s m h s , and smile-producing conwimition on tbe part
d the parbt of the first part.
any of these s m i h are artificial and are assumed nerd.-? as a
means to an a d . Even an artificial m e -1
batter than tb. nafard
l& d dcspandeolcy that adorns the mugs of some of our madern imithe original "gloomy Gus". Sq get Into the habit of s m l l i n q
and your chances of getting along wi* y ~ u rfellows wlLl be greatly
mh=ced
A m e , a compliment, a bit of co-J,
an act of kindnear may be
Lbjoyed by everyone, and surely such thlng~are more priceless than
Ubig tixIWp.
An anopymous writer wrote the followri- about a smile:
"A smile costs notbbg, but mates much."
enriches tho- who receive, without h ~ o v ~ i r h i nthPse
g
*A
who dve.*
smile happens in a flash and the memory of it sometimes last a
lifetime."
M. t
"None are so rich they can get olong witbut a smile, and nane are
so ~ o o but
r are richer for its benefits.''
in b u "A smile -tes
ha-&
in the hame, fastens good
n-, and is the counksign of good f r h 8 s . "
"A mile ts rest to the weary, daylight td the discouraged, sunshine
to the sad, and is nature's best antidote for trouble."

-

"A

"Nobody needs a etrrile so much ar tbase who hare none Jeit to give:'
"Thwwho deal in d e s atways have a 'big time'."

-

-- ---- u------ *-* -un our ferns is the Bracken. found
own use.
both in the wmds and in the open
Hence, the south faced the 20th iietds.
ironds are
cenw
four m&r eOOnOmic angularThe
in general outline, and are
~roblemsof a scientific nature.
main parw,
1st. Wfde-pread flood
eseh d ,which is'in turn dioided.
2nd. !Wl depletion and soil
mwa
mch di*
sion.
of the leaf is reflexed forming a
3rd. Lere area8 of abandoned,
cover under which %e sporeand fhus na-productive farm land. are borne.
These
aress
Ww- NO account of our rommon funs
up in pine
at that time* is cDnpleh
wf&out menaon of the
woxlld
yield
no
income
for
40
or
Resurrection
Fern that io
more years.
growing an the trunks of mPnY
4th. D*U. infested vegetable tna in ow toan. In long wd*
and conse~uently no source of dry weather the leaves. of thk
of either money' or food for the
to be
curl dry up, and
wheh the main fiefd crop dead, but revive when rain comes.
failad.
R was then that varfous groups
of scientists ~
~ to ethe sreRu& ev, newer p
m for &ng *elThrough their
the manufacture of
t h e e four low pine
been aacided in
h i s l a w method has the
m& a way that we must give them paper. 'advanage
fiat it will &o
'Or
the
use two other southern trees, the

ANOTHER SPRING
..

IPI am not &
sadthough
XI 1 laugh no more. .
The maddening scream of diving bombs that pour
Upon the falling buildings iire and dread,
A tearful child, the ever-bleeding cries
Oi those who stare iu anguish at ttha dead
As distant churchbells driiting through tke night,
As leaves that whisper in the dim starlight .

-

-

w a ~first turned over to the scimtitic enginem of the United States ab*doaed
tentiai

-wsre
.

.. .

That man is stronger than No d f e r l n g
.
Grief oF the world is falling on my heart.

A SONG
It matters not if there is sulrlfgbt, shielding
The trudging heart frcrm terrors of the dark,
if there is dropped from Heaven a rainbow, wielding
A halow-road to walk the halow-are
Or if the air durrrM turn b b e and darkness,
If spring should be a blackened grave, despite
The bitter -ming
of dying spirits,
With drown *thin the oman of the night.
For what Is here is h p e to be Eternal.
And in my heart there b no pain nor wrong.
it
Mt
or
The heart within my breast was born a m g l

-.

muthern fields a poof

The a m & on the last problem,
th, prevalence of
among
major
southern vegetable crops, has bean
rapaaity of rim O
'w
was
long, slow, and tedious. In fact it
We gather as we scatter. We receive as we give. It is a plain fact
in acemabe
oi is only now bcglqning to show
that we reap just what we sow. We gather divideads in ~ C C O I 4: t ~h ~mod predwon. m
e
8 were conwhat we invest, a ~ d
the way we invest it. L h kleds like: reaction stmeted along scientific linq .ad some resulfa It is obviously uset, try to & the
of cMp
follows F n . Our yesterdays foretell our todays, and our todays are all but the most ferocious floods
so it becomes
to
the prophets of our tomorrows.
were ulw earn ~~.
T3rig
or
writ
I*edawiodtotokeawaymyliie
But it played a tuDe across m y.,...
heartstrings,
deserve all the pra38e for what we are and a h all the blame however, did not remove the an* vhetia of vesttab&
is beh
d
I
an$
to
it!
for what we are today. We make O t U 0- de&i0=, We b e t e e d the Of Uooa
'mently
ing done by the Unit& States Dewas 'Waniz- paptment of Agriculture in a spe0, d d n g has presrcd against
from all souls of the ear*
,'
verdict, and we sowed the seed yesterday that we are reaping today. States *OTest
*
With the prhaty
Ot
Evem dlllid r&@ives
&
I
laboratory at Charleston,
But Uht~marts L-th
my feet &maw .onwm~,
Every man rewards or condemns
malntainIng ae
*Omst
south ~arolina. plant axphm
And the wind p b s a song auro88 my hearthbgs.
just what he gives to aocie@. The natiw tbat sow to the wind -R
in
the
have b&&t back re&tant wild '
the whirlwbd. i b e individual r h o is mid is me m e who
o,
t h . o u g h ~ rof
e s tflood
a t i o n .cmtrol
The varieties af vegetables which,when
mowmen. The one who serves his fellowmen ie the one who re- clate&
oumwa
crossed with cultivated varieties,
'which are no end 1. WV*,
' I $
cetwd service hvlm o h .
has been the establishment
.
an eaoouramat toward
we produce our own self-stwtrters and self-stoppers. We are and do of the great T. V. A. ~t e r n have y t e ~ e dnew disease resistant
In a
while
re
skfll or howledge that w3il 1
just what we determine. The best collateral in the world today fs. per- only a matter of a few years, then,
fobs
be available
A MAKE-BELIEVE w-9
later prove its- red worth.
unffl
mal excellence. There is nothing more valuable.
wm have bm*t
m
e
n they are the ~~IIII&S WUI
bar *
. ~a*,
Sacontllr: The ediwri4 &under complh contrm
~ i t h i nour own mbds and sDIlll i
.the source 0f.a
the
able
to plant his vegetables m d h the
&uon
of De cola & b.*d on the ip-f
by
d
e
p
l
e
w
and
sou
e
W
o
%
but the
true m-,
the r i a t way of livhg. All
then jurt sit back and pratch them YOU e a r r i d an edttorw, "A MBke- "Dr. Felix Held, m t a c p 6
f the'. ."
vuhowas
not
attacked
suceeslG
k, maLe this a better world in which to live.
*owd-on
of the
Believe World", which p l d me College of C b m m " , to the eikct
fully until the beginning of our
-Qand every device to imprme the condf&~naof the race oridmb~on *e four major fronts 00in that it was copied and fhst "firm doesnPt de
you .mi
n a b within.
enrcDt
nation*
aer&ore #e product o( no one of the bu* of 4 B, o r C. Ypu &*
Mr.
Roosevelt,
shortly after taktag science .is remBking the southThere are degiees of rewads in life because
own students. The qist of it succeed or iaiLW In o w w'
aFe dWW@es of ,ifice, strengthened ae
m- One out of every five persons our
was that college is P make-believe, either YOU make !&WO
4 pap, &
The kind of so-l
,,,tioa
are W.
&hta. Some people are.industfious.
Scientists Win the United States it a m- therefore an unreal vqorld, and that you lose your j*
.m.
ffeld
that People da tell the story of th@ Q W W of the harvest.
sent out from this organization to
nhe
the main cause of this condition haw been speaking
Are you sowing such seed of life that you will be proud of the re- starch the warId for new types of
is the giving of grades, In both of fhm does grade ~ B u ,-4t
soil
binding
plaats.
ScientWc
meward you w g m P ?
.
c o n - ~ m in mJ. m u o n *
"
.
I
.
.M
*
h 64 b.dll
t h w of t e r r d n g M r u n ~ t &t
the ediis i n d m g In one of terentiated much !&om$.
mere
trol have been perfected. If thia
those p l v t little Wacies that A's, B7s,and C'p, Ia **DM,
agenw in contlaued in the
are the curse of modern ~011egbtein aollega, we "dthe~
o r al- few aaminiatrations sail depletion
AE everyone who heard Mrs. Wooclls announc-sfient in m b b a d mu u ~ o na cadly be
dfiveon venedthinking.
most flunk, or, jw'-b a d y
First. as Q "make;beUeve." Has d"
Waltes are oilp paW, end
Monday knows, the-library is trying a new schdule by which it b brought under control.
was
M"*y
the miter stoppecl to consider that we work far
@ moat cdthe old schedEver'one in
South is nQw
thought that gtudents will

Reaping What We Sow

astebmed

dong all
rivers.
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A LETTER
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hapmcl..

Drive
Di&tasa

An Experiment

Venereal
Continued
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a,
& N & S 8 @ ~ &8t
five o *
ilr ~
fiea

--

B$

a

no hjn fie e m g s for
*e b e n e t pi4&vaents who have dweloped etaborate n o c t u ~otu&
habib Under the new plan, the librarg is to be ogen untilnine o'chk in
evenings. Now we studets will detmdne whether this new schedule
a
oi
Camto fie
will be contided or nat
libraw to get in
-i
the evenMm. Wad wfll be
glad to continue the nm schedule. If W a few srhow any interest in
ttLC ~3811,howev*, the old s & W ~ by ,be restun&
Therefare, mdents we s h a d cash in on this remarkeble offer, and show
Dr. Daugetba end W ' W o o d that we W y apgreciah this new step
forward.

- three
---------Personrl
~s
~p-s;;;,
to
additional
be & tq -*-

&#

paper pulp. This fs all due to the
a group of sdM
Under
the late
Serb. The remsrch work which
1 4 to t l r ~p e w t i o n of the pmceaw
pulpbe southern yellow
mmm,
in the m a , by the
dty
savamah, h e i a . ( ~ n t y
the QniM h t e s Forest
Psocluces Raemh Laboratoq has
announced the perfection d an

the W
--

~ e e twos givm
m---

~ y g i m e.&sseo aomkthu of
about (tne h-td
peoph, by
the Corn* Hdth m e r and
lU?tS0. Thls b another step fn
the e M c . t i a of venetd
me
wve
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the
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make-believe? The ahud builds with t h e no wag@,
be'
. would
much lea work.
w-.
blocksn only to scatter meq~
but he is learning the p*cipl~ in our preeent m r l & or rather, so
oP mechanfcs and architectwe. A prdaring mathat everybody
a
bts
at a *get, not t. -&alUM
or
It
wodd make a malrsdeZfwrc fnbring it down and
eat, but to wln his own end deed. Irt the 8arrPe: wW,fs not ths
others' approval; when he has be, abollsWq d grades, aa at p-t
.come a good 8hot he can gut his odvacatd, a steg away from and
&Il
to
l practical uses. In 4he sanre not toWard M t y ?
'
way, a student ahoots at mael*
YaWr sin*,
but a spmbol and a SWwnent,. and
Wmam &. Cal~tX6'3~.

mq,
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Wednesday, May 1,1940.

S O C I E T Y . .
Daugette Hall News

Apartment Lowdown

FIRE WORKS! FIRE WORKS!
Why did Herbie go to rooms 208,
The fun has started. Supnday after- 205 and leave saying "skip it, ship
noon a loud noise was heard. Who it!"? What about it Clara?
And we do wonder why "Heavy
Ree G~~ &
d,
was it but
Weight"
Richardson is so interested
Lorraine Porch
at Dauin next week-end. Could he want
gette Hall. No rest now, girls.
to be invited to our social; what
We are glad to welcome all of do
think, Jamie?
the new students back.
It seems a girl from Gadsden is
The following girls are spending blowing Read's ill no g m ~what
.
the'week-end at their homes: Barit Thelma? Is Thomas
bara Hodges, W s d e n ; Imogene wiU, the wind"?
Moon* Hazel Green;
According to recent gossip Hilda
ett, Arab; Kathryn McClendon. Laand T. Wilson have signed
Mildred Pearson, Wadley; oif-still friends. ~~~d work!
Eunice Power, Lincoln; Christine
Is JOnell going to teach next
Glass, Alexandria; Maurice P o o ~ ~year
,
or will she be a house wife
Ohatchee.
out in California? What about it
Miss Lump Pitts is attending the
dances
this weekWhy is Louise Thorn looking
end.
forward to the summer CWarter?
Jerry
is spending
it be that uFrow Dendy is
this week-end with her aunt in
then?
Gadsden. Why does Jack Dempsey come
Wanted: A
for Ruth to the apartment so much? Could
she
seem to keep it be that petite freshman, M. UPher financial holdings straight.
sbawt
We
thought
Pitts What girl was Cleo talking about
was smart but it has taken her when she said, "She pouts, she is
three years to discover that Willie t,independent, and she im9t digLanders is not so "angelic" after nified.-? what about it, ~
~
all.
~t seems that "Peck" has brought
Wouldn't it be wonderful to see ~~~i~ *%u&els" of happiness. Don't
Caroline Coggin make one corn- you think so, Jimmy?
pkte statement without whining
Our most recent, over-worked
and looking dramatic.
school
is Miss Esther Bush.
Students get old fast at Daugette she even has Alice and Evelyn
Hall--considering as how often working as escorts.
"Happy Birthday" is sung $ the
Jerry Warren, known by all J.
aning hall.
S. T. students, was the Morgan's
have Miss 'lady'
w e are glad
at the debate. He can pick
Allen in the dormitory. Miss Allen the winners all right!
has been added to the college
we wonder why "FliwerS1 is
Ul*.
glum lately? Can you give US any
s.'
,
information, Wilma?
NOTICE ! !
why is Elsie dating "Slick"
Anyone desiring his fortune told, Gibbs?
please see the lately
w e wonder who Mary Ann and
Miss Sara ~ ~ k e ~ -go'- ( (yadys
m ~ were
~ 66spying1p
~
on
they
sip-mon&r and school teacher). came from the Calhoun meeung
She not only prophesies one's future Monday
night.
and tells on's past, but also gives
did Esther K. want Thelma
authentic (?.) information Concern- to break on her Thursday night
ing the activities and outcomes of at the tea dance? Did you get stuck,
our iellew-students.
Esther?
For an a
~
~
2251'~
why is ~Shirley u p s~t when Mavis
Jacksonville, and ask for one Mad- says, "You'll have to wait until
emoiselle Dickey.
dter quiet hours to speak to the
girls!'
why was ~ d i t hinterested in find+++
ing a frog Thursday night? What
Glenda Landers was called home about it, Junior?
due to the illness of her mother.
What were Esther B., Alice, and
+*+
Vivian doing out on the campus
x a t m a n y ' s sister, Elizabeth, Friday night? It seems that they
was here for the week-end to at- tangled up with some barb wire,
all except V i v i a n d e W a s lagtend the Wea&rly Hall Dance.
*++
ging behind, as usual.
Lillie Mae Prater spent last weekend in Weogufka.
k08t

***

Weatherly Hall

***

Neil Speigle visited last week-end

Mrs.
Hostess
At Bridge
-

T H E TEACOL'A
MISS J. H. S.
A Tribute

(

Page' 0

marvelous u n i v m ir
A Great T e ~ ~ h e ings
r ofe nthis
good
o u a to live by, m d ,

(Editor's Note: The following article was given by Dr. J. F. Glazner enough to die by."-"~ot the truth
creeds and rituals, but the truth
'at the State Convention of Geography Teachers during A. E. A. in
Birmlnghlua
E. Parkins, who
i t ooncerne
died earlythe
this We
year,and
and the
those works
of you of
whoDr.
haveAlinon
been as it exists in the councils of the
asking for a copy of Dr. Glazner's trlbute to Dr. Parkins have an op- Eternd, as it is wrttten in the laws
of matter and life,"
portunity to save this. entire article.)
But to redly know the man at
On Wednesday, Jan. 3 , W s year (1940) when the news was broadhis
best you had to visit with him
cast from the Nashville station that Dr. Alrnon E. Parkins had passed
eat a picnic lunch
away hundreds of his former students and friends throughout the in his homes
I
Sou& were made sad. While I have known Dr. Parkins for a number of with him prepared on his outdoor
years, it was-my happy privilege and good fortune to know him most Oven* to go with him on hikes and
inliinately Pcr the past ten years. I have been a guest in his home on field trips. He was never happier
numerous occasions, and he likewise has been a guest in my home. He than when on a field trip with a
was very charming company, and his friendship was something to to m
a
l
l group, delving into soils, exmost highly prized.
&ing
rocks, interpreting topogAS A TEACHER
As a teacher, I regard him as one of the best that I ever studied under r a p h ~and all the physical aspects
the environment.as they revealed
but you did not study under Dr. Parkins. You studied with him. He was
both student and teacher. One of the secrets of his success as a teacher themselves in the cultural features
was his great storehouse of facts and broad knowledge--not merely in Of the landscape. Every landscape,
his own field but in many branches Of learning-that he could draw hill, and valley, field and forest,
on and bring to bear on the point in a discussion. He was excellent at brook and stream possessed for him
sketching and explaining. He was*
a vision of delight. The last time
always ready to
a
ih the South to the work and I saw him was at our meeting in
' if he believed that student was
efforts
Dr. Parkins.
Montgomery a year ago. The day
patience
Jeffie Pearl Landers, daughter of working' but he had
He was a member of most of the before Our program we took a long
with a laqS induerent, or
Nlr. and Mrs. E. J. Landers, who
student' If a student showed 1:zding geographic societies of the drive out into the country of the
wr
'an interat in h. work, was hard country, and was a past president Black Belt. AS Usual he was interpreting the geomaphy sa I drove
sonville High School".
of both the American
Dr. Parkins of Geographers md the National along t h r o u h beautiful stretches
Jeffie is a member of the Senior working and
1 class, and is a popular student, stood ready at
times to
far Council of Geography Teachers. He of black Soil. SO now he has gone
u W selection would indicate.
~ ~ r ~ , " , " ~ ~ e ~ ~
She is active in all school and thing that he
and he was inchurch activities and the Children
sistent that his students be thorough and remained until his death one little poem Written by one of his
of the Confederacy.
of the associate editors of the of- former students, Aultie Burns Fostfact that no student whom he ficial
publication of this organiza- er, of Florida. I hope that the auhad
Or coached
~
i
~
?
tion,
the
Journal. Honors were con- thor will pardon me for using it
on preliminary examinations for ferred upon
him. In 1934 he was here in this connection.
the degree of
is a tribute given the Distinguished Service "Lord, give him sunset colors and
Due to Duckhead's illness there to his thoroughness. He never allet him draw
has been no history made on the lowed a student of his to "go up" Award by the National Council. AS AN AUTHOR
Maps of Your heavens. Show him
Croquet Court recently.
'Or
his preliminary examinatiol"s
He had won distinction as an
where snows are stored
he
We wonder what Was 9 0 importthat the student author. H~ was co-author of M ~ -Over a thousand summers.
ant about the special delivery that was ready and well prepared- When Mufiay-Parkins series of geogra-' Give him celestial hills to climb
ES Hutson got while on a baseball he did allow one to come UP for phies which at one t h e possibly
and let him view
the examination, !hat student could
trip to St. Bernard. had a wider use in the schools of Matchless valleys, and listen to
It 11 rumm@d that Mecord cut rest
great waterfalls.
he
the nation than m y other elemendefend him that
against
"Brownie's" water off the
tary geography. He is co-author of Let him break points off stars and,
Every
who
Pea*
night.
eager, gather up
a college text on the geography of
Bell Bailey says that Decker is body "liege for any lengthOf North America. He was the author The dust with beauty-loving fingthe cutest boy in school.
time
the radiant influence Of of many magazine articles. ~ f last
s
ers, sensitive
We wonder if "Honey Child's" his enerm and character, and pea- and greatest book was tthe South: And reverent of all created things.
(Arthur) tender carressings caused body will yt be quitp the
~ t sEconomic-G~graphic Develop- Give a corner, God, where he can
her to make this remark.
to hundreds
students* merit. hose of us who were his
work
"Matron" Gary visited at home when they wander back to the old dudents knpw how caremhe war All, alone humming a little tune,
in Midway the past week-end.
h his research on this work, re- Or whistling merrily, busy with
.
AS A-SCHOLAR
Cecil Phillips has adopted a new
working and going over his mamany things.
Dr.
theme Song here of late; "I'll Keep
was a
as
terial many time. Those of
who Give him the scraps of precious
on Loving You-Hilda".
as a greet teacher' His
Of
have been closely associated with
stones let fall
Mr. Denson Allen* Preston
the study Of any sub- him know how sympathetic he was From gold paved streets or heaven's
ject
was
that
of
a
scientist
and
Hughes Wallace Morton and m e with the South and its problems,
Wonderous doors;
~ Were among
~
~
~ The
~
the p
eler Hardy
those visitand how very
he desired Leave a nook, dear God, where he
ing homefolks the past week-end.
can lay
and works that he has left attest and sought to prevent the facts in
The boys in Forney Hall seem to his fine scholarship. He naturally an unbiased manner. It is a master- Them in neat rows, calling each
be scraping their chins a little loved knowledge for its own sake. ly and scholarly interpretation of
one by name.
.
claser dnce these lady teachers He
and possessed a
the social economic, and political
Of
And if a girl is a knockout, you
came back to school.
treining in many
problems of the South from the
Mr. Derdeyn has been wearing
He was interested in viewpoint of a geographer. I t - is can be sure she's had plenty of
a long face since Mrs. Derdeyn the
Of any new idea Or a most interesting and inspiring ring experience.
fact whether in his
field of
has been visiting in Pittsburg.
book. I t is sound geography, sound
I
Crane is longing for the end of endeavor Or
my visit economics, and unbiased history.
this quarter when Royer will move with him a few Years ago to the
AS A MAN
'
Old Tannehill furout and "Sweet Pea" can move site and ruins
B~~ great as Dr. parkins was as
nace
some
twenty
OPTOMBTBIST
in with him.
a teacher, as a scholar, and as an
Forney Hall boys have seen a Bessemer, kUabama. It was in the author,, he was greatest as a man. Eyes
little peace and quiet since Max spring. The hillsides about the old I recall a remark mat a
is lea,ing.
4 west 11th street
furnace were covered with many
Analston
We welcome a number of old and varied wild flowers. For a few once made to me, when I told him
that
Dr.
Parkins
was
my
major
minutes he lost his interest in rock?
students back in Forney.
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with many
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once m d e to me, when I told him
Atmiston
We welcome a number of old and varied wild flowers. For a few that Dr. Parkins
Speigle ~ a i t e dlast week-end
my major
in
rocks,
prof-r.
Tkis
minutes
he
lost
his
interest
students
back
in
Forney.
in Lincoln.
exclaimed,
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Mrs. W. A. Frost was a gracious
mine*'
and
and
'*Oh.
he
is
such
a
prince
of
a man."
began picking the flowers, classify- That was true.
Velma Farlob spent the week- hostess recently, when she enteri
q
them,
calling
off
their
botanical
mIIis
tained
at
bridge
at
Weatherly
Hall.
end at her home.
was gentle; and the elenames, We found a few that we
TWO tables were in play, and
merits
~ u t hI)rake went to Judson last several progressions of contract
could not identify. He handed them So mixed in him, that nature might
The Teacola and the entire school
h b . Parkins (who was with
week+d for a B. S. U. Meeting. were enjoyed.
stand up
Late in the evening, the hostess wish to salute Weatherly Hall, Mrs. -1, s a m g take them home Girl And say to all the world,
++*
is
weatherb Hall welcomes all the served tempting punch and sand- Davis and all her girls, for one of (for that was what he affectionman,!,
former students back for tlie sum- wiches to the followhg: Mesdames the best, if not the best, dance of MY c~lledMrs. ParWna) we will He
and
gantel,
Dana Davis, R. C. Sharpe. R. K. the year. The Showboat called Lmd out what they are. This in- inB. He belived that:
mer.
*++
Coffee and -Misses Famy Bush, forth the most praise awarded to cident is related here to give a little ,,True worth is in km-not
seem_
Ann oarst, a former student, is Clara Weishaupt, Ethel Randolph any organization, not only for the dant on the character of the man
ing."
decorations for the occasion, but a d his interest in m d y things.
and Ethel Mitchell.
back in sehooL
He ud to read iPepuenUy seAS A GEOGRAPHER
for the cleverness of the idea and
+++
lectfens fmm one of hts favorite
he gtood at the
4'Doesyour husband still find you the completeness with w h i h it was As a g-agher,
b ~ i Bailey,
e
a f o ~ m e rstudent
Acowthg the
by
carried out. And not only does the top WOWthe leaders of the counoi Livingston College, is in school satsrtainlng?"
urmeth
grMt naturalcollege think well of the last of tv.H e was one of a great company
*'Not if I can help it."
here.
and gmhps in some of these
Weatherly'a attempts to forward the oi leading American geographers
read pm&
be found
&
brighter sfde of school life, but if who began their careers under the Dr.
philomBhy of life and
--,
can laok back on the Cinderella tutelage of the dean of geography
a:
and Pink Lady balls of .la& year teachers in this country-Mark
as I use the term,
and
the
countless
others
which
preJ&rson.
He
w
a
s
in
accord
and
a
and the
1
ceded with the "tops" of pleasant d e e ~ l y-interested in the generally who has it not is like a plant that
+ +
memories. The quarter "formals" accepted modern v i e d n t geog- never blmmsF-lgAngr creed that
Spray,
c
o
r
n
&
, and other dealgna.
' I
have always been considered up to rapby. He has contributed much to enobla character and opens a door
thio time as the most attractive and the advancement of this science. He or window upon the deeper mean- Night or day-Phone 2961 or 2031.
..
cpnducw socials which Jackson- haa given excqent leadmmp
+
ville has to offer, but as the years throughout the South, and nation as
h a w passed and Weatherly Hall has wdl. His greatest effort and service
added more and more lauids to her have been given to the advanceOPTOMETRIST
crown of s o d a achievements, the m n t of the science of geomaphy
studenb now look forward to Mrs. in the South, his adopted home. He Eyes Examined-Glasses ~uppUed
823 Noble Street - Phone 508
Davis' next dance with as much has gone to all sections of the
ANNISTON
~ t i c i p a t as
i ~ they do to those of South and helped in the o r g d a - .
.\
girls from titton of local units of the Nation&
the
classes.
May
the
.c- - W e a W l y give more and better, if Cowcil. He has appeared on the
possible, -dances aa the years pass. prngram of various state organizaWeatherly Hall, we salute you! tions of teachers. in practically
e m y state in the South. We were
fortunate enough to have him on
Swing
our program at the meegng in
.Moatgomery
a ye$r ago, and as
WEDNESDAY
Yon won't wed a guide book if you get,
Yipee! Folks, here's some great we all recall, know that he read a
news! There's going to bq of all very fine paper. I attribute much
n v ~ a t e sand
~
k h t ~from MANGEL'S. i
with
things, a barn dance, and I do mean of the advancement that has been
JANE WITHEBS AND THE RITZ BROTHERS
a
rip snortin, old-fashioned, sho' made in the study of geography
They're! all liThe match ma-, the
mutt' barn dance. Of m u m it will
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
mot bi! in a real b m , but the next
new d r e u d e r meatma, the Plaid ek& ,' ,.
best thing-the new gym. There'fl
IN TECHNICOLOR
be hay, and music, and fun in dl
the plain ekirte. The new mtra jack= . ,t o m . This is absolutely the best,
SATULCDAY
most informal thing of the year.
RlsRT thhyl for right wear.
BIG DOUBLE FEATURE
d'
So-boys, d m your overalls; yeah
man. I said overaD and red bandwith
, arms! Girls, bring out your checked
~t is estimirLea &a$ ' U ) per cent
GENE AUTRY AND SMILEY BURNETTE
8 1 n e b d r a m s and bonna
and ef the people of the U. 8. ere leftalso
let's all "do ce do".
handed.
This big event will take place
with
May
4, m the new gym at -7:30.It is also.e- s -t i i that. shoe
--mm
-r
r rrmn
r rm w r - m n
a t- ~ \ r
- . bills
ED=
FELLOWS
AND
JAMES McCdLWON
~ & ' t&et!
it's something to look can be cut in hali by kL1ng odI
farward b, for its sponsored by v a t w e of a thomugHy rellabLe
the Womanr Recreational Board. shoe repair service suoh as omoar&
Methods have -improved in shoe
MONDAY ~dTUESDAY
1 ,
Jax Girl: "Since I met you, I reb-dd
we've kept abreast
, can't eat, I can't sleep, I can't of thern-assuriw you finer work
with
at less cost.
drink"
DON AMEGHJLANDREA LEEDS-AL JOLSON
1
Aaron: "Why not?"
i Jax: l ? m broke:'
WEDNESDAY

Glenda Landers was called home about it, junior?
What were Esther B., Alice, and
due to the illness of her mother.
Vivian doing out on the campus
+++
Kat Garmany's sister, Elizabeth, Friday night? It seems that they
was here for the week-end to at- tangled up with some barb wire,
tend the Weatherly Hall Dance.
all except Vivian-she
w lagdC JC +
ping behind, as usual.
Lillie Mae Prater spent last weekend in weogdka.
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Mrs. Frost Hostess
At Bridge

.

Mr. Derdeyn has b m wearing
a long face since Mrs. Derdeyn
has been visiting in Pittsburg.
crane i9 longing for the end of
this quarter when Royer will move
out and ''Sweet Pea" can move
in with him.
~ o r n e y all boys have seen a
lfwe peace and quiet since ax
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!Call me for flowers
for any occasion.
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Dr. Ben Dunlap
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Marie Whitfield
ANNSTON
FLOWER SHOP

PRINCESS THEATRE
"Pack Ur, Your Troubles" &.
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"Gullivers Travels"
"Rancho Grande"

"Pride Of The Blue Grassn

-
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Serial-"Diek Tracy's G. Men"
"Swanee River"

1
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"So your uncle was high strung?"
, 'Yes, he was a cattle thief."

JACKSONVILLE, ALA.

-

-
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"Return Of Dr. X."
HUMPHBEY BOGART
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T-HE T E A C O L A

Eagle-Owls Split Series
At St. Bernard
*
Local Lads Lose First Game 4.3;
But Win Second -Encounter 7-2

SXW.I"S BREW
B7 E X O W
~ er

ALUMNI .DEPARTMENT

Tom White Chosen
Baeeball Captain

MRS. R. IE. COFFEE, ~ditor

coach Steve's hustmg diamond cohorts lost a heart-breaking 4-3
cox*,
MoundyillePs contribudecision to St Bernard% bmball nine on Friday of lest week.
tion to our football and baseball
down with six hits while striking out six batsmen and iming a like
number of free pasea.
was elected to act 8s captrlln
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Mra Lowery graduated from the RAYMON-NOWLIN

Weaver, St. Bernard first-sacker,
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cmgratulated
an aheir

records that
their
Music Chairman and vice-presi- County Board of Education.
re- as
You may rwt assured that at mates lo'Onor
them in
dent for the Alabama ' C o n g r ~ sof
the ha
l
e
d one member of the baseball
Mra. Lennard Thomas, of Mont-.
Parents and Teachers.
as it 'ped
when Weaver opened the nfath inof
the
plate
for
a
perfect
strike.
WUad
in
another
Rewntly,
Mr.
Lowery
bought
)gomery,
candidate for Democratic.
ning by ginghp
he hate^ rmm tbat is equipped with
~ r LowePy
s
a new car. ~n trading National ~ommitteewornan from
&ort and third. Watley's bunt wag Shce he didn"t gee
in the old one, he remarked that Alabama, visited tbe college lagtub
taken by Brooks who thKw hlrn erroneously reamned that it must a 'telqhone.
"nd
oi
O
e
pya*#
it was a pretty good car, but that Friday. Mrs. llmnm' first huaboad",
out as Weaver a c e d tolaud second
tJNap,,eont,
of Ule
i bed
Memorial
Day
Exercises
Were
itwould Btag o~caaiondly. That was Dick ErQmett, a Jackson$i&s. ,
b a Weaver
~
r o ~ d e dsecond & he called it a ball. Ths
popdm m@mben
the m u p
d
W
t amount to anything Ser'iou% student, who passed away several
ion
mtilued
the
batter
to
a
base
on
top lWtQ and tM benUdend
.pent the week-end in CuIlman held the
PlidaYmorn- he said, however, W u x abar it yeam ago. HW brcithwb-la$v i.
b
.
0
that
hrced
in
st.
Bem=dfs
a h-ed
thmw to thbd
He practically leads a, dogs life. ing at aB9emuy. The 'Ornbined
mpped it was either to pray OF to Dr. Archie Thornsue, of Montqom-- 'r
smell was unable to stop. The b&
Of the high
bad
Ones
to
but we enw his lack of self-con- student
sing. This gives an fnte&ing cry, alga a .former J a c ~ ~' ~ ~ .
Aiter
-&a
& behind third b W ttil the n a t ~ w r ~, y l w
a u ~
p ~~o~~
w
U16.
sables, or parnits and Cd'ege wue Innat im tbglimpse of the W which hlrs gtudent,,
pro&Pam which
P~~~~~
by
Weaver scored the winning run,
by Bra* who retired the side him to make himself welcome the John B. Forney Chapter of the
fw the a*he
goes.
without m
r scaring, and piswill be mi-g,
n a m e : ~ i c ka ~ l r ' . '
U. D. C.
noon.
ed the remainder of the game In
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B
'
Damem
introduced
the
ler,
Chhrles
Hayes,
Dill Dillon, Kyle
~ o s tof the boys keep as far
The Box Soore:
grand style.
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t fie lo@ chapter,
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West,Van JohnJ a c silenced
k s a n v Wby
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o b t batsin had
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the
storesRutledge Daugette, and several
Jacksonville:
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Dial*
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Gr-M
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0
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ELECOND GAME

A13 R
Adams

Saturday atternoon's activitfcs C O P W ~
Bradford
wound up more to the l i k h ai MachtoZPf
Jax supporters than did the hmLee
tilities of the day before.
"Krat" Lyles, enitwhile St. Ber- mWW
Weaver
nard athlete, held his former team- Whatley
mates to three scattered hits during
Sparkman
that Gksseock
the six and one third
he toiled on tbe mound. "Krat"
Totals
probably would have been able to

Local Tennis Team
Losep To Anniston

The local tennis team coaehed
and directed by Dr. Samuel Thompson, lost its first match of the current w o n to the paqreEPuf Anniston Country Club ham. The Anniston group, one d the strongest
in the state, won, eight matches to
one, on their home court last satW a y afternoan.
Mr. Walter Derdeyn, teacher d
English and speech in the local
school system, won the only w t c h
for J.S.T.C. when he defeated R.
Reyonlds in two straight sets, 6-0,
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ington. Later Dr. MLean came

en-, composed of a representative to Jadcsonville to teach and worfrom each Teachers College meet- shigped in the church where Pele s the ham was buried. from, and came
H Ing wi& r e g ~ ~ v from
State Department of Educafion
to live In the town in which he is
1
With Dr. Agnes Snyder as consul0 tan4 resultad in the following ma- buried. He gave interesting per1
mal glimpses sf the "boy" Pel0 krhls which $re being submitted ham, and told of his association
to the faculties for suggestions and

2

0

0 criticlslns:
0 I. Objerffves;

L To help students undewmd
0
0 ;mcl meet intelligently their own
0 problems oi living in relation to

Indivfdual and soda1 development,
4 home and family liie, recreational

and creative development adjustment to and aontrol of the natural
environment. social-cidc-economic
development, and the development
of hdam$ntal values; and to develop sound scholarship and a c d tural background in relation @
these areas.
Z. To develop teachers with dynamic, weU-integrated penjmalities;
with fnquirtng, op-x$)hded attituba; with sensitivity to human
value$ and .socia1 needs: with skill
in democratic puman relationship;
with initiative and ability in selldirection; and a w ~ e s tos accept and carry through reeponsibil-

ADDED PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Morris and
Miss MoUL H i c h of Trrlledega,
and Mr. J. M. Hicks of Montgomery, were guests of Mr. R. R. Luttrell .and Miss Maude Luttrell Frlday*

+ + +

*

s proposition.
111. General pattern and w e :
A unified program for students
is proposed for elematary and stcon*
fields hvolving g a r & education, special needs and fntereftB,
special education, and campug living. Through general eclucatim the
studtxit; "dwelops the SOU& wholarship and t
b cultural bwkgr0~11d
nece-ry
to meet eifective5r the
problem in the- majar a r e s of
Fing!'
Committee representatives are
return to Montgomery, May 6, for
mother week's work. At that time
they will set up a definite curriculum program for the second, thi&
and foUFth years.

+

i

'ill

I

II

Mr. Landers Visited
'Roanoke Schools

PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY--

-

I

GROCERIES and MEATS
.

-

Annistbn -Gadden

1

F.

All depaaits guaranteed by

at Alex-

D. I. C.

-

The first National
Bank
Jacksonville, Alabama

I

-

HAT
W~llCp your appearance. We have the
4test Ln styles p;ld &ada for-

$1.00, $1.98, $2.98
Glavea,

H W l e ~ g md

Bags,

We Invite YOUFQ
co V
LOOK
I S ~
UB
YOU&

Coatme

BEST

THE LIT!L'LE HAT BAR
11 E. 10th St. Apnishn

Broad St. GadMsn

Compliments of The
Calhoun Literary Society

i

I

.

TREEADS 2 to 7

SIZES

Ifrn
H. 'Hub' Evans
Candidate For

I/

Probate Judge

(1

8 to 11

T
~ HOSIERY
E
MART
u

~nolietoaMS.

E+ u t h street

Since the duties of Probate
..rr-....a1-

I..rl..i...

1!

Phones 72W-798

.
I
.

Judge necessarily Inalide rendguide a worth- 11 ering judicial decisions, I tmat
that you will consider my twenty-one years study and pr&ce
read, write, a& speak eSf'wtiveIy. of all phases of law as more
II. Qualfficatiom for teaching:
fully qualifying me for the ofOnly a, student of sound health, floe than any other CBtldlidate.
chwa&, and intellect can hope ta
achieve the above objectives. The YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
WILL BE APPREUkATED.
respansibilitles of the teachws are
very great, and no one should enter @aid PNtical Adverthemeat by
lightly upon the prepaxation nee*
W. A. Evans, Anniston, Alad
sary to fit himsell &* $0

I/

-

November 8-Alexandria

Thp;ie's quality in the hose sty es that
arb smart and economic prices for those
Shopping at the Mark

ie to oraanize' and

I

JWK-

PaM Advertisement

r-a..

-

'?

I-~UI~TOM

andria.
November 22
GayleSVIh at
Jacksonville.
Progpeets for Jacksonville's team
next season are e n c o u r w a with
with J. E. B. Stuart, and his com- a dozen vanity men, some capeble
sand promising new matepanion, Sweeney.
Irnmedia*
after the p r o e m , rial in line for tbe starting eleven,
members oi the Annie Forney Nine players from last year's team
Chapter oi the Children of the
Confederacy mrried wreaths to
the Eemeterp where they were
placed on the graves of the Southern heroes.

Mrs. R. R. Coffee, publicity director a t the college, and teacher
of piano in f i e high school, pregent& a p u p o
f piano numbers
at the Axis Club in Amish011Wednesday dternoon, the occasion being the Guest Dag proman of the
itier.
Chautauqua Club.
3. To deveIop b c h e r s with a
6-3.
Re&
of other matches were as Mrs. W a r Christign and sons, broad concept oi the meaning of
follows: Rex Godwin. Jr., won over Walter Jr. and Billy, of SyIacauga, democracy as it r&tes to mid,
L.Southern, 6-8, 6-2; Frank Willett were guests of Mrs. Ada Pitts f civic, and pcsIitkal life, a with
topped Jordan by a count of 8-3, Daugette Hall the past week-Bnd. 1 ability and desire to garticigate
effectively in clemocratlc group life.
6-3; Reynolds scored over B. BIshap,
+ +
To develop teachers who have
6-3, 6-0; Brown defeated Totherow.
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Lubell, d an intdligent and realistic under6-1,6-2, Snd Rex Ctodwin 0 u - d
~Uanta,were guests of Miss Maude standing of socio- economic condiMiller. 6-3. 6-2.
tions and problems of gremnt day
In doubieu competiH011, ~ o d w i nLuttrell Sunday.
datfq, including the South and
and Willett ww o w r Southern and
Alabama, and who havie rm intell-'
Bishop. in the n d y three-set match
gPnt concern .for contributing b
oi the day, 6-3, 1-6, 6-2 Randy and
I
the solution of these grdlema
Stewart Reynolds defeated Dere5. To deveIog teatchers who can dyn md Jordan, 6-0, 6 4 , and G d parttcipate effectively in building a
win and Brown c l d out their
-better community life And promatch against Miller and Fam. 6-2,
Mr. E. J. Lmdese, hem3 of k l ~ ?m*
9-7.
Laboratory School, &eut a day re6. To develop teachers who have
cehtly in the Roanoke Schools, at a broad undeManding of children
He: 'Tleaae!'
the reguest of the srfwrintendent, and skW. i~ guiding and working
She: "Nol" .
Mr. L*L. James.
with children.
He: "Just this on&'
Mr. Landers is a native of Ran- 7. To develop teachers with wide
We: "No, I mid!"
dolph County and is interested in cultural inter&% q e r i e n c e & and
He: "Aw shucks, Ma, all the rest
of the kids
going bar@fooLw the work which 18 being done there. background
8. To develop teachers with a
braad racial concept of eckueation,
with an understandkg of &;he plac'e
of the school in relation to other
institutions and agencies of society,
aempumenkr
Compiimd,nts
with an u n d e r W i t W of the pup
DR. F. M. LAWIWNCJE
M&. A. J. BfMRD
noses
f an dr
- - - - and dramcberistics o
DenUst
1 fectivc school in a democratic so- 1 1
I
cietg, with a feeling of responoibility for contributing to the development of the teaching pro-
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